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Abstract

This paper uses the micro-data from the Russia Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (RLMS)

to identify factors that explain fertility between 1995 and 2004.

The analysis based on micro-data supports the experience of other countries that fertility is

not solely determined by short-term factors such as rising incomes or by the economic climate.

Evidence also suggests that childbirth incentive measures may only have a short-term impact.

There are questions meanwhile over the sustainability of providing cash payments in return for

childbirth on a scale that exceeds average incomes ‒ as is the case with the Mothersʼ Fund.
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I. Introduction

It is common knowledge that declining birth rates have long been a subject of debate in

many countries (Kohler, Billari and Ortega, 2006), and falling birth rates have also been viewed

as a serious issue in the former communist countries since the early 1990s, when they began

their transition to capitalism, to the 21st century (Philipov and Dorbritz, 2003). In the 1990 the

total fertility rates (TFR) in these countries were generally higher than those in Western

European countries. From then on, however, they declined rapidly, such that by 2000 the TFR

was less than 1.7 in every region except central Asia, the Caucasus countries, Moldova
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(backward regions that used to be part of the Soviet Union), Albania, and Montenegro.

Moreover, most of these countries actually had birth rates of less than 1.5 (Eurostat, 2002;

Council of Europe, 2001; Council of Europe, 2005. See Table 1.)

Needless to say, the Russian Federation is one of these countries. In 1989 Russiaʼs TFR

was 2.01, but it plummeted following the beginning of the transition to capitalism such that in

1999 and 2000 it had fallen below 1.20. A number of potential reasons for this drop spring to

mind. The decline in incomes that accompanied the sharp fall in GDP obviously made it more

difficult for families to cover the cost of childrearing. In addition, the former Soviet Union was

known for having a high proportion of women in work, and with the employment rate for

women remaining high, public facilities for assisting with childrearing such as nurseries and

kindergartens, which in the past had been free, started charging for their services. At the same

time, company-run kindergartens and other facilities began closing one after another
1
.

Russiaʼs total population began falling in 1992, and the Russian government has

implemented various measures to stem this decline. With the TFR dropping below 1.2 in 1999
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and 2000, in 2001 the Russian federal government produced a plan for halting the population

decline by 2015
2

. This plan offered guidelines for improving the health of citizens and

implementing measures to raise the birth rate. However, like so many other “plans” produced

by the Russian government
3
, it would be difficult to argue that it had any realistic significance,

as no new measures against the declining birth rate and rising death rate were introduced at the

time.

The author will not rehash here the overall long-term impact of a declining birth rate, i.e.

difficulty in sustaining the pension system, changes in the supply of labour, shrinking markets,

and so on. With issues such as problems securing labour being frequently taken up in the

media
4
, Russia faces the same problems as other countries with low birth rates. Japan and the

West are in similar situations, yet when compared with the amount of birth-rate-related research

that has been conducted in these countries in recent years, research on the birth rate in Russia

remains inadequate. The analysis conducted in Russia and the West has been limited

quantitatively.

In Russia there is no equivalent to Japanʼs National Fertility Survey, which is conducted by

the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, and one reason for the paucity of previous

research is that the available data is difficult to use. Having said that, micro-level quantitative

analysis using the data from the Russia Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (RLMS), which will be

discussed later, has already begun, so studying fertility determinants by looking at the

characteristics of individuals is by no means impossible.

Russiaʼs TFR actually bottomed out in 1999 and climbed continuously until 2004. It has

also risen continually since, save for a temporary dip in 2005 (Rosstat, 2008). Many

commentators have pointed to the sustained rise in economic growth since 1999 as a

contributory factor (Antonov, 2008; Rosstat, 2009). However, in-depth analysis contending that

economic growth did not lead directly to the recovery in the birth rate has also been conducted

(Roshina and Boikov, 2005). Finding out whether fertility is determined by economic factors is

essential for forecasting the future fertility trend in Russia, which has achieved sustained

economic growth by producing ever increasing amounts of raw materials. However, the most

recent fertility data employed in previous research involving quantitative analysis was for 2001,

making it impossible to grasp the trend for the years that followed. In light of this situation,

this paper relies on micro-data from the RLMS, and identifies factors that can explain the

fertility trend between 1995 and 2004.

This paper is structured as follows. The next section provides an overview of fertility

dynamics in Russia following the collapse of the Soviet Union, and examines population

policies in 2000s in Russia. Section III looks at previous research. Although few birth-rate

studies employing micro-data have been conducted, it is frequently argued that the shrinking of

the economy during the economic transition was the reason for the decline in the birth rate.

However, many demographic researchers and sociologists, particularly in Russia itself, hold that
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the drop in the countryʼs TFR from the 1990s should be attributed to the long-term population

trend, a view that has also existed for a long time. Section IV contains the analysis. While the

previous studies all used birth data up to 2001, this paper employs data up to 2004, which is

significant as the birth rate showed a sustained rise from 2001 onwards. It was shown that

personal incomes did not have a significant impact on fertility-related behaviour at any time

during the period subject to the analysis, and this may indicate the possibility that economic

growth did not lead directly to the recovery in the birth rate. Finally, the paper examines, from

a demographic perspective and taking into account the results of the research in this paper and

findings from previous research, the measures to encourage couples to have children that were

introduced in the last days of the Putin Administration, which ended in May 2008.

II. Fertility and Population Policy in Russia in 2000s

Russiaʼs population crisis is well known. In 1998, the journal World Development carried a

feature article on population dynamics in Russia. The article discussed such phenomena as the

increase in the death rate among men of working age, the high level of accidents as a cause of

death among such men, and the sharp decline in the birth rate.

The falling birth rate and rising death rate saw Russiaʼs population slip into natural decline

(see Figure 1) from 1992. Obviously, a low birth rate is a phenomenon seen in many advanced

countries, but what has put Russia and other former communist countries in the spotlight is the

sheer speed with which the birth rate has dropped, something that was mentioned at the very

beginning of this paper.

1989 was the last year in which Russiaʼs TFR exceeded 2.0, yet only four years later (in

1993) it slipped below 1.50 (Rosstat, 2008). The pace of decline in the birth rate was higher

than in any of the European countries in the OECD
5
, and the fact that the birth rate has

remained low for over 15 years is a characteristic feature of population dynamics in Russia.

The annual state of the nation addresses given by (former) President Putin in 2005 and

2006 also touched on the problem of the slump in the birth rate, and gave increasing it as a

policy goal. This led to childrearing allowances and other benefits being raised in December

2006
6
, and a childrearing support scheme

7
called the “Mothersʼ Fund” being established.

The Mothersʼ Fund provides parents of two or more children with a total of 250, 000

roubles in subsidies for one of housing, education, or pension contributions, and applies to

children born or adopted between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2016. Given that the
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mean monthly income in Russia in September 2007 was 12, 000 roubles, the value of these

subsidies is huge
8
. Under this backdrop, a presidential order to halt the population decline by

2025
9
, which was dated October 9, 2007, was formulated. Unlike the various “plans” produced

in the past, this presidential order was accompanied by actual policies. Of course, it is still too

early to judge the extent of the impact these measures will have.

As one can see, the number of births has been rising almost continuously since 1999 (see

Figure 1). However, because the number of deaths has also generally remained high, it is

difficult to argue that the overall natural decline as been halted. Nevertheless, vital statistics for

2007 and 2008 show that the crude birth rate was at its highest level since the collapse of the

Soviet Union in both these years. Meanwhile, the crude death rate has also exhibited a sharp

decline in recent years.

In light of these developments, since the second half of 2007, once the number of births

had been seen to be in a steady upward trend, (former) President Putin and cabinet ministers

have stated on several occasions that their population policies are already having an effect
10

.

Although the view that political measures introduced in January 2007 were already influencing

fertility behavior in June of the same year is no more than political spin, not a few articles in

the media have presented it as fact.

As Figure 2 shows, the TFR bottomed out at 1.16 in 1999, since which it has staged a
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Feb. 14, 2008.
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FIG 1. NUMBER OF BIRTHS AND DEATHS IN RUSSIA
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gradual recovery. How can the sharp drop in the birth rate at the beginning of the transition to

the market economy and the recovery, albeit gentle, from 1999 onwards be explained?

Intuitively, one would expect the massive changes in the social system that immediately

followed the collapse of the Soviet Union, i.e. the economic crisis and the economic transition,

to have had a negative impact on fertility. Then it is also easy to imagine that the rise in the

TFR from 1999 was closely related to the economic recovery.

Looking at Figure 3, which illustrates the trends in gross domestic products and the total

fertility rates from 1991, one can see that they both followed a similar path. Figure 3 may give

the general impression that there is a correlation between the two. The correlation coefficient

for data from 1991 to 2007, however, is only 0.56, which for annual time series data does not

imply a strong correlation. It therefore seems fair to say that the correlation between economic

growth and the fertility rate is more apparent than real.

This situation raises a number of questions, as follows:

A) What really does explain the observed rise in the birth rate since 2007?

B) What role do economic developments play?

C) What effect do the cash payments in return for having children have on the number of

births and the fertility rate?

D) What are the implications of these factors for the prospects of future fertility trends in

Russia?

Thus, it is worth investigating trends in determinants of fertility, to see whether any

complementary factors can be identified.
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FIG 2. TOTAL FERTILITY RATE IN RUSSIA
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III. Previous Researches

From 1992, Russiaʼs total population began to decline and the death rate rose sharply. The

birth rate dropped precipitously following the collapse of the Soviet Union, and this situation

soon became an object of inquiry in Russia (Vishnevskii, 1994).

However, it took a fairly long time for work to begin on analyzing the factors behind it, as

data obviously needed to be accumulated for a long enough period. Although Vishnevskii

(1996) highlighted the coexistence of a decline in the mean age at which women had children

and a decline in the birth rate during the early 1990s, a phenomenon that would normally be

expected to be self-contradictory, and produced findings emphasising the distinctiveness of

Russia in this respect, it should be pointed out that the trend seen since the late 1990s shows

that this was ultimately just a short-term phenomenon
11
. In addition, at the beginning of the

transition to the market economy, analysis was limited by the fact that it had to rely on macro

data. Obviously, though, descriptive research has been conducted continuously not only in

Russia itself but also in the West. While many studies have focused on the economic

contraction that accompanied the economic transition as a cause (DaVanzo and Grammich,

2001), others have pointed to the timing effect resulting from the fact that policies aimed at

encouraging couples to have children, such as increased childrearing allowances, that were

introduced at the end of the Soviet era caused the birth rate to rise at the end of the 1980s,
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FIG 3. GDP AND TFR IN RUSSIA (1991-2007)
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which then resulted in it falling back during the early 1990s (Zakharov and Ivanova, 1996).

Others, meanwhile, have positioned the decline in the birth rate as being consistent with

Russian population dynamics undergoing a long process of modernisation (Vishnevskii, 2006).

Avdeev and Monnier (1995) studied the sharp fall in the birth rate in Russia between the

end of the Soviet era and the beginning of the economic transition in the early 1990s by

comparing cohort fertility rates over time and among countries. Although their study did not

analyze the determinants of birth rates, it provided a fairly straightforward summary of

population dynamics in Russia in the second half of the 20th century, a comparatively long

period of time. Meanwhile, Kharikova and Andreev (2000), using results from a micro census

carried out in Russia in 1994
12
, not only pointed to the economic contraction during the

transition to capitalism as a cause of the decline in the birth rate, but also offered an

interpretation of it as the continuation of a long-term trend. This interpretation was based on

patterns beginning in the Soviet era, trends in the number of births for each cohort, and so on.

Not many studies have analyzed birth rates using the micro-data from the Russia

Longitudinal Survey (RLMS), a survey of Russian households. Kohler and Kohler (2002)

studied the effect on birth rates later of job market conditions, an initial desire on the part of
the woman to have children, and subjective judgements such as perceptions concerning the

economic climate and expectations for the future. However, the scope of the control variables

used was limited, while the fact that it covered only a short-period (1995‒1997) of the
economic contraction makes it difficult to draw clear conclusions from the results.

Grogan (2006), using data from the RLMS between 1994 and 2001, found that high levels

of income and education among women boosted the birth rate, while advanced age and a high

number of existing children reduced it. She also pointed out that because income has a positive,

significant effect on the birth rate, the level of economic growth determines a direction for
fertility dynamics. The analysis by Grogan (2006) only covered women who had spouses

throughout the entire period studied, and the sample contained only 288 individuals. It must

also be pointed out that limiting the sample to women with spouses must have had a big impact

on the determinants of fertility identified. It also needs to be borne in mind that, as was the
case with the study by Kohler and Kohler (2002), the variables used in the analysis were

limited.

Roshina and Boikov (2005) can be said to have conducted the most comprehensive fertility

study using RLMS data to date, having employed a broad range of variables and subjected their

sample to a wide variety of investigations and analyses. They took into account demographic

factors such as age and the number of existing children, economic factors such as income and

employment, and various other factors such as health, educational attainment, and ethnicity. The

significance of the economic factors was unstable, depending on the model defined. They found
that demographic factors, on the other hand, were almost always significant, so argued that
explanations should focus on these. In other words, they pointed out that economic conditions

and birth rates are not directly connected, which is in line with the view presented in this paper.

Like that used by Grogan (2006), however, the data employed by Roshina and Boikov

(2005) stops at 2001, and thus covers only a period of decline in terms of fertility and
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economic activity. Their study therefore does not capture the period, after 2001, when the birth

rate climbed. And given the fact that almost all the former communist countries experienced a

decline in the birth rate simultaneously during the early transition period, their conclusion that

the birth rate is not influenced by economic factors is questionable. In light of these

weaknesses, this paper will attempt to analyse factors that explain childbirth using data obtained

from the RLMS carried out between 1994 and 2004.

IV. Analysis

1. Data

The data employed in this paper comes from forms returned from the RLMS. Although

detailed information about the RLMS is available on the surveyʼs website, here is a brief
overview

13
.

The RLMS is a micro survey of households and individuals in Russia that has been

conducted continuously since 1992. It is organised and coordinated by the Carolina Population

Institute of the University of North Carolina in the United States. The survey possesses

representativeness of the nation as a whole, and the sample covers at least 3,700 households

and 10,000 individuals
14
. Although the aim of the survey is to monitor changes in levels of

consumption and health during the economic transition, it also gathers detailed information on

the employment situation, incomes, etc. of individuals.

The questions are revised to some degree with each round, and on occasion the

questionnaires are altered radically. Basically, however, information on fertility can be obtained

at every round from responses to questions concerning women. These include the question,

“Have you given birth to a child during the past 12 months?” Responses to this question were

used to compile fertility data
15
. However, there were big differences between rounds in the

number and quality of questions concerning women that were asked. For example, questions

yielding variables that can be expected to relate closely to the birth rate, such as the number of
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13 The website URL is http://www.cpc.unc.edu/rlms/.
14 Although the sample size changes with each round, Phase I, which was conducted in 1992-1993, targeted

approximately 6,000 households, while Phase II, which was conducted from 1994, targeted around 4,000. Because of

reasons such as the fact that the sample differed in nature, data from Phase I is not normally used, so only Phase II is

referred to here.
15 For Round IX (2000), however, the question was changed to, “Have you given birth to a child during the past 24
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than 12 months using household roster variables were deemed to have given birth to a child during the past year.

Round XIII (2004), meanwhile, did not even include a question on whether the subject had given birth, so mothers
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birth during the past year. Unfortunately, in both these cases the births of children who had died or been fostered out

within 12 months of birth were not included. However, this can be tolerated as a secondary proximity because, for

other rounds, even when an analysis was performed with (a) responses by mothers to the question of whether they had

given birth and (b) the existence of a child younger than 12 months determined by roster variables both deemed to be

explained variables, no marked differences were seen between the results. (Within RLMS samples, there was a 20 per
mill difference between the two variables (i.e. whether they answered that they had given birth and whether they had a
child younger than 12 months). Incidentally, the infant mortality rate in the whole of Russia between 1994 and 2004

was between 11.6 and 18.6 per mill. See Rosstat, 2008).



children the woman has given birth to and whether she has ever had an abortion, were only

asked during the first four rounds of Phase II, i.e. Round V to Round VIII. There are therefore

limitations in applying to other purposes the results of a survey that was originally intended to

yield data on levels of consumption and health situations.

The basic intention was to repeatedly gather cross-sectional data, so the potential for

using samples as panel data is limited (Heeringa, S.G., 1997). Grogan (2006), who investigated

the attrition of RLMS samples, compared the samples from 1994 and 2001 and showed that the

frequency of attrition for individuals with a spouse and households with small children was

significantly low. It therefore needs to be borne in mind that these are factors that exert an
extremely strong influence on the birth rate.

2. Methods

Here the author will investigate whether economic conditions, and in particular personal

incomes, affect the fertility behaviour of women, or whether other factors have a greater impact.
As was seen in section II, a correlation exists between GDP and the TFR. If this is the result of

a direct causal relationship, economic growth in Russia should have contributed to the recovery

in the birth rate there. If, on the other hand, researchers like Vishnevskii (2006) and Roshina

and Boikov (2005) are right, and Russiaʼs fertility dynamics should be seen as part of a long-
term shift in demographic factors, i.e. the modernisation of population dynamics or a second

demographic transition, the correlation between GDP and the TFR (see Figure 3) as seen

through macro data is coincidental, and it should be assumed that more complex causal

relationships exist.

This paper employs micro-data from Round V (1994), the first round of Phase II, to
Round XIII (2004). It investigates the relationship between individual characteristics of women

in Round t and whether women with these characteristics gave birth to a child in Round t+1.
The samples of analysis were women between the ages of 15 and 49 years. Whether a

woman gave birth to a child in a certain round was the explained variable, while the individual

characteristics in the previous round were the explanatory variables
16
. When Roshina and

Boikov (2005) performed their analysis and determined their estimation models, there is a

possibility that various external shocks and changes in the significance of various different
variables were absorbed by the year dummy variables. Attention also needs to be paid to the

fact that Russiaʼs birth rate changed course in 1999‒2000, so it is necessary to look at whether
any changes occurred in the determinants of fertility during the period under analysis. This

study therefore begins with a cross-sectional analysis
17
. For this cross-sectional analysis, the

problem of a sharp reduction in the size of the sample due to an increase in the number of

uncompleted forms, and the resultant failure to obtain significant coefficients, was avoided by
limiting the number of variables employed. The following variables are demographic factors:
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16 There were two-year gaps between Round VII (survey performed between October and December 1996) and

Round VIII (survey performed between October 1998 and January 1999), and between Round VIII and Round IX

(survey performed in 2000), whereas the other surveys were conducted at one-year intervals. From Round IX onwards,

the surveys were performed between September and December every year. So although the lag was generally one year,

for Round VIII and Round IX it was two years (see the variables in the RLMS form data).
17 However, only panel data is used for the interval between two rounds. This makes it possible to investigate

whether individual characteristics at Round t are determinants of childbirth in Round t+1.
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(1) age, (2) whether the woman wants children, (3) the number of children already in the

household and its square, and (4) whether the woman has a spouse. (3) is used as a substitute

for data on parity, which was not gathered. The following variables are other economic factors:

(5) the womanʼs income, (6) the householdʼs income (real income adjusted using an equivalence
scale

18
) and its square, (7) whether the family are owner-occupiers, (8) the womanʼs subjective

judgement on whether she are satisfied with her current life, (9) and whether the woman is in
work. The following variables are other explanatory variables: (10) educational attainment

(secondary or vocational education, higher education) and (11) whether the woman lives in a

rural area. Descriptive statistics for several years are presented in Table 2. If it can be inferred

from this data that women are having children later in life, (1) would be expected to exhibit

changes. As is the case when they are used in analyses of the general level of fertility, a higher

value for (3) would be expected to reduce birth probability while an affirmative value for (4)
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18 This equivalence scale is based on OECD standards. Although an attempt was made to use real household

incomes, real household expenditures, nominal incomes, etc. that had not been adjusted using an equivalence scale, the

cross-sectional analysis produced the same results as those presented in this paper for real household incomes and

expenditures.
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would be expected to increase it. Higher or affirmative values for (5)‒(9), on the other hand,
which are all economic factors, can, if one adheres to the view that the economic growth from

1999 boosted Russiaʼs birth rate, be assumed to increase birth probability. If an interpretation in
the style of Becker (1960) is adopted, it goes without saying that higher values for (5) raise the

opportunity cost of childrearing and can be seen as reducing the likelihood of the woman

having children. An affirmative value for (10) will often reduce birth probability, while women
answering yes to (11) can be assumed to give birth more frequently than those living in cities.

In addition, to significantly increase the number of explanatory variables that can be
compared throughout the entire period and to ensure an adequate sample size, a pooled logit

analysis was performed using pooled data for all the rounds. This involved the introduction of

some new variables: (A) living with a man of an age eligible to receive pension benefits, (B)
living with a woman of an age eligible to receive pension benefits, (C) living area of the
dwelling (not including bathrooms etc.), (D) the total floor area of the dwelling (including
bathrooms etc.), (E) expectations concerning future standard of living, (F) regional dummies,

(G) various indicators of household income, and (H) year dummies. Previous research indicates

that higher or affirmative values for (A) ‒ (E) will increase birth probability19 . (F) enables
information on regional characteristics to be gleaned, but the key variables here are (G). To

find out whether or not income levels really do affect the birth rate in Russia, the analysis
involved the investigation of one income variable after another. The descriptive statistics used

in the pooled logit analysis are as shown in Table 3.

V. Results and Interpretation

The results of the cross-sectional analysis are presented in Table 4, while those of the

pooled logit analysis are shown in Table 5.

It is obvious in Table 4 that age, number of existing children, and presence/absence of a

spouse, which are pure demographic variables, had a significant impact on the birth rate in
almost every year, and between 1990 and 1999 no other variables exerted any significant
influence20.

No tendency for birth probability to increase with the age of the mother could be

observed
21
. As was predicted, however, the likelihood of a child being born declined as the

number of existing children increased, while the presence of a spouse raised birth probability.

On the other hand, it can be said that household income itself did not have any significant
effect on the results of the analysis throughout the examined period. After 2000, however,
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19 None of the variables yielded significant results in the cross-sectional analysis. Given the small sample size for

each individual year, they were only used for the pooled logit analysis.
20 The results for 1995 and 2000 differ in nature from those of the other years. In these years, and these years only,

the variables for the number of children in the household and the presence/absence of a spouse were insignificant. This

is very different from the findings of previous research. Births in 2000 are assigned a two-year lag stretching back to

the Russian financial crisis of 1998. Moreover, 1994‒1995 was a period of turmoil in which inflation reached 300% in

1994 and 200% in 1995 (inflation finally fell below 50% in 1996), so perhaps should not treated in the same way as

the other periods.
21 Even when five-year age groups (15‒19 years, 20‒24 years, 25‒29 years, 30‒34 years, etc.) were used, there was

no major change in the results.
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higher levels of education and overall satisfaction with life (the latter of which was assessed by

the women subjectively) yielded significant results. In addition, being in work sometimes raised
birth probability. None of the other variables showed significant results. The wages earned by
the woman herself had no impact. The results for educational attainment, meanwhile, revealed

that women with relatively high levels of education were more likely to have children than

women with very low levels of education, i.e. women who had completed secondary school or

had an even lower level of education than that.

So how should these results be interpreted? It would be unnatural to attempt to explain, as

Roshina and Boikov (2005) did, the decline in the birth rate that occurred simultaneously in the

former communist countries in the early 1990s without any reference to socioeconomic factors.

One possible interpretation is that the economic contraction of the 1990s was so severe,

pushing incomes down to a level at which people struggled to survive, that it did not have any

significant impact. In other words, the findings may need to be viewed from the perspective

that unless incomes are to some degree higher than the above level, any increase in them will

not affect peopleʼs decisions on whether to have children. After 2000 the economy began to
recover, and the results for several years indicate that positive views among individuals about

the economic climate raised birth probability. Although it was difficult to see any direct impact
from income, there is nothing odd in the notion that a shift in subjective attitudes concerning

things like economic growth and adapting to the market economy could have raised the

likelihood of women having children.

Now let the author turn his attention to the results of the pooled logit analysis. As

expected, factors such as the number of existing children and the age of the woman were

significant. In addition, living with people old enough to receive pension benefits, a variable
that was not employed in the cross-sectional analysis, raised the likelihood of a woman having

children, which is also in line with inferences drawn from previous research. The regional

dummies clearly showed that the likelihood of having children was significantly lower in big
cities such as Moscow and St. Petersburg than in other regions

22
. Living environments did not

have a significant impact. The fact that being an owner-occupier reduces the likelihood of a
woman having children may just indicate that a higher percentage of women whose

childbearing days are over own their own homes. In addition, 89% of the entire sample, which

is a very high figure, were owner-occupiers, and this probably also had an impact (see Table 5).
The reason year dummies did not yield any significant results was probably that the birth rate
remained low throughout the period covered

23
.

However, attention should be focused on the following findings from this analysis. The

degree of life satisfaction, being in work, and educational attainment consistently showed

significant results. Income variables, on the other hand, despite being repeatedly redefined and
reemployed, did not yield significant results when using any of the formulas (1) to (4) in Table
5. These results can be said to more sharply reinforce the findings from the cross-sectional

analysis. The focus of this paper has been on whether childbirth can be determined by

economic factors, and income levels in particular. As one can see, however, the conclusions
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22 Although the results are not shown here, it was confirmed that if none of the regional dummies are employed,

“living in a rural area” significantly raised birth probability for all specifications.
23 Unfortunately, the period 1992‒1994, when external shocks were probably at their peak, could not be analysed

because there was no comparable data.



that can be drawn are that if the results of the analysis of the impact of household incomes are

interpreted literally, they do not have any overall impact, and that childbirth in Russia is

determined to a great extent by demographic factors and factors relating to things like social

conditions, such as the presence of a stable living environment.

Further conclusions can be drawn from the fact that after 2001 high levels of educational

attainment significantly increased childbirth probability and the fact that the results of the
pooled logit analysis indicated that high levels of educational attainment significantly raised the
likelihood of women having children. The phenomenon of education boosting the birth rate is

unusual given the experiences of other countries, where the completion of higher education has

typically reduced the birth rate by delaying marriage and childbirth, increasing levels of

knowledge about health and contraception, and so on (Eloundous-Enyegue, 1999; Axinn and

Barber, 2001). So how can this phenomenon be explained?

One possible explanation is that it may indicate that in Russia, which experienced social

turmoil and plunging incomes during the 1990s, educational attainment has become a proxy

variable for permanent income. The fact that permanent income cannot be claimed to have been

a key determinant of childbirth in the 1990s should be explained in terms of external shocks

that occurred at that time, while it may be possible to conclude that from 2000, when the

economy began to grow and incomes started to rise, permanent income had a positive effect on
fertility. The finding that having a job and being on the whole satisfied with life yielded
significant results can probably also be interpreted in the same way.

Changing our perspective once again, while birth rates in the transitional, former

communist countries were higher than in some low-birth-rate European countries, they were not

at the extremely high levels seen in developing countries. Figure 4 compares the simple means

of the TFRs of the former communist countries excluding Central Asia and the Caucasus (both
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in the former Soviet Union) and Albania, which are shown in Table 1, with those of the

European OECD countries
24
. In the 1960s there was hardly any difference between them. From

the 1970s, however, the TFRs of the OECD countries gradually declined, and by the early

1980s a gap had opened up. However, it can be seen that from the end of the 1980s the TFRs

of the former communist countries plummeted to the levels seen in the OECD countries, and

then continued to fall further. If the former communist countries were doing no more than

“catching up” in the process of demographic transition, this decline in the birth rate can be

seen, as it is by Vishnevskii (2006), as being part of a long-term shift in population dynamics
25
.

Whatever the reason for the plunge, it can be said to be inappropriate to view economic

growth and the accompanying rise in incomes as a direct cause of the recovery in childbirth in

Russia. In this respect, the results of the analysis conducted in this paper yield the same

conclusions as those of Roshina and Boikov (2005). Even so, it needs to be borne in mind that

the marriage rate and age at marriage, which are proximate determinants of fertility, as well as

age at childbirth may also be influenced by income levels and economic conditions. In this

sense, the possibility that economic growth may contribute indirectly to boosting the birth rate

should not be ignored. This can also be gleaned from the fact that the results of the cross-

sectional analysis of the period after 2000 showed that in some years high levels of educational

attainment, overall satisfaction with life, and being in work significantly raised birth probability,

and from the fact that the pooled logit analysis showed that all these factors significantly raised

the likelihood of women having children.

VI. Concluding Remarks

Previous research on fertility has made it clear, even obvious, that the relationship between

womenʼs personal incomes and the likelihood of them having children is not linear. In the case

of post-Soviet Russia, however, the macro-level economic recovery and growth and the

stabilisation of society coincided with an increase in the birth rate, leading people to assume

that there was a correlation between the rise in incomes and the recovery in the birth rate.

However, this paper has shown that high personal incomes do not significantly increase the

likelihood of women having children. Having said that, it is certainly possible that the birth rate

plunged at around the time the economic transition began because of the sharp drop in incomes

and extremely unclear outlook for the future that occurred/existed during the transition.

Economic growth or social stability therefore probably contributed, to some extent, to the

recovery in the birth rate in Russia. However, the impact of these factors was not direct,

making it difficult to judge whether they will continue to produce the same results in the future.

Before concluding, the author would like to refer to the other demographic factors

affecting childbirth dynamics. In terms of the number of births rather than the birth rate, it goes

without saying that demographic factors also need to be taken into consideration. Although the

number of births is obviously influenced to a large extent by fluctuations in the number of
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countries dropped so much faster than those of the OECD countries.



women of reproductive age, opinion varies as to whether the number of births has increased or

decreased once this factor is taken out of the equation (see for example Antonov 2008,

Zakharov 2008, Rosstat 2009, and the Moscow Times, July 11, 2008).

Figure 5 shows the population pyramid for Russia at the start of 2004. The increase in the

number of births following the Second World War can be seen in the swelling in the number of

people in their 40s, and the size of the population of their offspring can be seen in the swelling

in the number of people in their 20s. Figure 5 is the population pyramid for 2004, and those in

their 20s at the beginning of the 20th century have still to reach their peak age for fertility. In

short, even in the absence of any measures to boost the birth rate, the first 10‒20 years of the

21st century would be expected to see high crude birth rates. In fact, Rosstat, the Russian

Federal State Statistics Service, had already predicted, in 2004, that the birth rate would climb

continuously until 2016
26
. It goes without saying that the number of births is strongly

influenced by the number of people of reproductive age, and it is therefore clearly meaningless

to criticise the effect of the measures to encourage couples to have children unless the impact

of such factors is eliminated. Even if the policy impact of the aforementioned Mothersʼ Fund
did indeed cause the birth rate to rise since 2007, all it was actually doing was, possibly,

bringing forward the timing of births that could have happened in the future anyway, so there is

also a possibility of the birth rate declining again later. In fact, in 2009 Rosstat revised the

forecast it made in 2004, and is now predicting that the birth rate will stop rising in 2011 (as

opposed to 2016)
27
.
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26 From internal documents supplied by Rosstat.
27 Rosstat website, http://db2.gks.ru/visual2/. Accessed on April 30, 2010.

FIG 5. POPULATION PYRAMID FOR RUSSIA IN 2004 (1,000 people)

Source: Internal document supplied by Rosstat
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The analysis based on micro-data supports the experience of other countries that fertility is

not solely determined by short-term factors such as rising incomes or by the economic climate.

Evidence also suggests that childbirth incentive measures may only have a short-term impact.

There are questions meanwhile over the sustainability of providing cash payments in return for

childbirth on a scale that exceeds average incomes ‒ as is the case with the Mothersʼ Fund.
Even if recent increases in Russiaʼs fertility rate are attributable to the impact of the Motherʼs
Fund, payments are only going to be available to those having children until the end of 2016,

after which time the countryʼs fertility rate may well start to decline. The only way to determine

if fertility trends since 2006 will be sustained is to monitor trends over the long term.
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